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Neftis Laboratorios has a Quality Management System Certificate according to UNI EN ISO 13485:2016
(Medical Devices) and UNI EN ISO 22716:2008 (GMP for Cosmetic Products)
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08187 Barcelona (Spain)
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Cosmetic syringes
The latest market trend
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What are cosmetic syringes? 

Ultraconcentrated face masks that contain active 
ingredients used in the aesthetic surgery industry 
that make it possible to achieve optimal results in 
cosmetic applications.
They are designed and manufactured in accordance 
with the pharmaceutical industry requirements, and 
they are formulations that require no preservative 
systems through sterilisation processes. 
This new and impressive format permits 
an effective, clean, precise and ergonomic 
application in an airless system that prevents the 
oxidation and contamination of the product, in a 
presentation that enhances the properties of these 
ultraconcentrated formulations at any point of sale.
Unlike other single dose cosmetic formats, their 
precise dosing allows 100% of the product to be 
used with no losses in one or more applications. 

What makes them a trend?

• Their innovative, next-generation presentation for 
the “retail” sector, which is identical to HA fillers. 

• Their aesthetic medical results without the need 
for needles. 

• Their formulas and ingredients are identical to 
those of fillers. 

• Their effective and immediate results.

How are they applied?

1.  Remove the grey cap from the product

2.  Insert the plunger into the rear part

3.  Gently press the plunger to extract the product 

4.  Apply the product to the face

5.  Leave on for between 10 and 15 minutes

6.  Remove or leave on all night and remove in the 
morning

SKIN REPAIR
HA + PANTHENOL + ORGANIC SILICA  
NEF821

A cream gel that is lightweight and cool when applied. It contains 
a high concentration of Hyaluronic Acid (HA) (1.8%), panthenol and 
organic silica, veritable sources of hydration and regeneration. 
Recommended as a mask for use at night. 

ANTI-WRINKLE
HA   
NEF548

A fast-penetrating lightweight gel that combines HA (2%) of 
different molecular weights. Formulated for a double function: 
filling of expression lines and wrinkles and prolonged restoring 
of hydration to the skin, leaving it terse, firm and elastic. Sterile 
product.

FIRMING
HA + DMAE   
NEF521

A fast-penetrating solution for gentle application with an immediate 
lifting effect. A combination of HA with two molecular weights 
and DMAE, the star ingredient in firming beauty treatments. Sterile 
product.

ANTI-SPOT 
TRANEXAMIC ACID   
NEF667

A fluid, minimal content formula. Enriched with Tranexamic Acid 
(TXA), a popular active ingredient due to its great capacity to 
block the transfer and production of melanin, thus contributing to 
reducing skin spots. Sterile product.

15’

SKIN RADIANCE
HA + VITAMINS + AA +COENZ + MINERALS 
NEF823

A fluid mask with more than 35 active ingredients for a radiant skin 
in a single application. A combination of high and low molecular 
weight HA (1%) with all the vitamins, amino acids, coenzymes and 
minerals required to energise the skin, instantly making it smooth 
and radiant. 


